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Issue 55: Lithium-ion Bull February 17, 2020 
 

Bloomberg New Energy President’s Day  
 

A Chairman of the Board, Frank Sinatra, New York, New York Election is looking increasingly possible. 
Bloomberg’s risen from 8 to 15% in Quinnipiac’s National Poll. A cacophony of “Start Spreading the News” 
voices have rapidly emerged in the wake of Bernie Fever in Iowa/New Hampshire from the Democrat, Media 
and Hollywood Establishment. John Arnold - billionaire better against Enron, Breakthrough Energy Coalition 
leader and now, through his Centaurus family office, ioneer investor, tweeted the following Vegas odds… 

 
Again – no value judgment here -- but simply looking through the prism of what will be good for equity 
markets broadly and lithium EV Energy Storage thematic specifically, a second Trump term will likely 
continue to be positive the former and neutral the latter; a Bloomberg New Energy President strongly 
positive both. I continue to believe no one other than Bloomberg can beat Trump.  
 
So, ex Coronavirus wildcard – a high probability 3-6 month headwind, low probability black swan – and 
post Trade War 2018/19, post cashed-up Tesla $2B new equity at $750 ahead of April 1TW battery day, 
what most resonated Valentine’s Day morning was the following Classic Rewind sequence I heard as I 
dropped off my kids at school: 
 

The Cars:  Let the Good Times Roll 
Tom Petty:  American Girl 
AC/DC:   Let’s Get it Up 
Grateful Dead:  Touch of Grey 
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Goodbye Ganfeng – see you again (soon?) 
 
Taking my own (non-investment) advice from February 2019: Southern Accents & Amazing Spider Man… 
 

“to Jane and George Battery Pack: if you more than double your money in a relatively big 
cap industrial stock like ALB in 3 years it’s probably a good idea to take some off the 

table.” 
 

…I exited entirely my position in $1772 last week in the mid $30’s, having the good fortune to enter 15 
months ago at lucky $13 in the wake of an HKSE IPO as botched in its execution as Ganfeng is gifted in 
producing battery grade hydroxide from MinRes Mt Marion and Altura Pilgangoora rock for Tesla, VW 
and BWM. 
 
To paraphrase what I said on Lithium-ion Rocks Episode 2 about Rodney Hooper’s top pick Ganfeng last 
January – with a Western investor’s mindset, Ganfeng should ultimately trade at a discounted multiple 
to Livent and Albemarle, other things being equal, given that companies trading on developed market 
exchanges like the NYSE, follow SEC reporting and speak and write in relatively transparent English 
language typically trade at premiums to “emerging market” exchanges like Shanghai and Hong Kong.  
 
My caveat to that statement however, was that China – and Hong Kong – at times march to different 
drums – from China retail the likes you might see at a Macau casino, to government entities propping 
up/bailing out heavily indebted zombies like Tianqi, or hot money inflows from western institutional 
investors that decide one day to “asset allocate” from “Underweight to Neutral” in “Emerging 
Market/Asia/China” or “Cyclical Commodities”.  Extensive recent meetings and expert calls Rodney and I 
have had with some of the worlds blue-est chip mutual & hedge funds in Boston, NY & elsewhere – 
combined with Blackrock’s Larry Fink ESG virtue signaling ‘impact’ – leads me to believe such funds flows 
are underway into low free-float $1772 and squeezing ALB/LTHM shorts in sympathy with Tesla. 
 
I believe $10.8B market cap Ganfeng can/will be a $20B or $30B market cap in what I believe is another 
inevitable lithium price spike in 2021/22 – as another holding of mine Fortescue Metals Group has done 
in iron ore. But I think I’ll have a better opportunity to re-enter. Lithium chemical producers have far 
more similarities to boom/bust commodities than disruptive technology cults like Tesla. 
 

  
 

https://60909e46-79bd-4fe7-9a09-bec8eb48ffa9.filesusr.com/ugd/affbaa_2f5257a4c24641cd89b2eb7a7239f4fe.pdf
https://soundcloud.com/lithiumionrocks/s1-e2-livent-ganfeng-rocky-ii-iii-iv-plus-nemaska
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Let the Good Times Roll 

 
Having succeeded much sooner than expected with Leading Indicator, Sounds of Silence, China Girl 
Ganfeng, I see better risk/reward elsewhere; and a history rhyme Roaring 20’s #Lithium 3.0 unfolding 
with stocks that haven’t moved as much – or at all… 

 

 
 

…And, in the wake of Coronavirus worries about China-reliant supply chains, I see my 2030 Vision 
toward US and other ‘Almost Famous’ USA & other North American lithium assets gaining traction. 
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Americas Lithium Animal Spirits & other Young Americans 
 

“Every silver lining’s got a Touch of Grey (clay)” – The Grateful Dead 
 
I’m not sure I agree with those who argue Mr. Market was valuing Thacker Pass at zero on February 7 – 
the day LAC announced it is selling Minera Exar control to Ganfeng. Rather, embedded within LAC 
USD365M market cap that day was as much as USD 100M value for Thacker, IMO.  
 
Consider: Ganfeng bought 51% control of MineraExar/Cauchari through three transactions of (37.5% + 
12.5% + 1%) for ($85M + $160M + $16M) = $261M. I believe it is misleading to focus only on those last 
two transactions and exclude the 37.5% for $85M purchase from SQM (with $50M down the road, 
subject to certain conditions).  
 
Blair Franklin, an advisor hired by LAC’s board to conduct a comprehensive fairness opinion in 
connection with Ganfeng’s $160M 12.5% investment, concluded eleven months ago that 100% of 
Cauchari was valued  between $600 to $725M, implying $300-$375M for LAC’s 50% MineraExar share.  
 
Given that Argentina comparables like LTHM, ORE and GXY are flat to down since then, Argentina risk 
has increased, lithium prices remain subdued and carbonate has a weaker outlook than hydroxide, it’s 
hard to argue that a higher valuation would be justified if Blair Franklin conducted a similar exercise 
today. And considering LAC now will own a minority 49%. 
  

 
  

https://www.lithiumamericas.com/_resources/pdf/investors/AGM/2019/InformationCircular.pdf
https://www.lithiumamericas.com/_resources/pdf/investors/AGM/2019/InformationCircular.pdf
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Argentina comparables since LAC’s Blair Franklin Fairness Opinion 
 

 
 

--- 
 
So why so much upside Velocitility in LAC following the transaction?  I believe it was largely a response 
to bullish sentiment that Thacker Nevada USA clay will have its day, among other technical trading 
factors. 
 

“We don’t know what could happen in Argentina long term,” Jon Evans, Lithium Americas’ chief 
executive, told Reuters. “We see Nevada as a better place to put our money.” 

 
Will we see more LAC upside momentum in the near term?  Or a quick pull back as we saw last Spring? I 
have limited understanding of technical trading but that won’t stop me from seeing upward bias here: 

 
LAC – 2-year chart 

 
 

 
 
With LAC at USD 492M market cap as of this writing, Thacker is arguably valued around $250M – 
meaningfully more than three North American plays that in my view are as or more likely to be in 
production/acquired sooner, and thus could be poised for similar re-ratings:  
 

• Piedmont Lithium (market cap USD 72M) 

• Bacanora (Ganfeng) (market cap USD 96M)  

• ioneer (market cap USD 173M) 

50-day MA 
200-day MA MACD cross-over 

on strong volume 
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Thanks once again to my good friend Jay Chmelauskas, ex WLC CEO, for the foresight to ring LAC 
management in summer 2015 with a well-timed merger proposal.  And congratulations on your sizeable 
investment and new CEO role in creating a new copper vehicle in Peru, Camino Minerals. 
 

 
Under Jay’s leadership, Western Lithium cultivated a substantial and still exceptionally loyal USA retail 
shareholder base. Many profited handsomely from WLC/LAC’s 2016/17 Macri Vamos Argentina while 
others have ridden a 10-year roller coaster believing Nevada clay will one day power Gigafactory #1. 
 
It is possible that we will wake up one day to learn that Elon Musk signs a deal with Thacker Pass; he has 
demonstrated some affinity for unconventional lithium – the famed Simbol Salton Sea bid and early 
MOUs with Bacanora and Pure Energy. But, to date, Tesla’s focused more on conventional hard rock: 
Ganfeng, Kidman, Albemarle. I see Piedmont as more probable – and possible Livent/E3 in Alberta - 
when/if Tesla/VW ‘get into mining’ integrating to lithium raw material/chemical as a further source of 
their competitive advantage: buying hydroxide at their own $5,000/t cost vs. Ganfeng, Wesfarmers or 
Albermarle’s $10-14,000 market price can lower their battery cell cost by a not insignificant amount. 
 

Tom Petty:  American Girl $PLL 
 

  
Australia’s AC/DC: Let’s Get it Up $PLL 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXkblbJqwn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jq9r4-xvunk
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      The USA-listed “Big 5” 

 
 

--- 
 

Caveat Emptor: insecure about Secured Debt. #MineraExar #NotTalison 
 
Juniors controlled by majors – via parent/project equity, secured debt and/or super long-term off-take -- 
are risky. Construction/early commissioning is the most problematic time for a junior developer. I 
believe MineraExar/Cauchari, in time, will be an important lithium supplier. My biggest worry for LAC is 
its $205M secured debt, the biggest drawdowns of which will be hitting each quarter this year. Risk of 
equity dilution by this time next year in event of a cost overrun should not be discounted. 
 

 
 
I’d also be cautious in drawing too close parallels between 51/49 Ganfeng/LAC for Minera Exar and 
51/49 Tianqi/ALB at Talison for the following reasons: 
 

• #1 Lithium Producer, SP 500 ALB & #2 Lithium Producer, state-backed Tianqi are far more equal 
than Major/Junior Ganfeng/LAC 

• Pre-production greenfield vs producing/brownfield expanding  

• ALB has life of mine 50% off-take from Talison. LAC gets <10% off-take for next 20 years 

• Australia vs. Argentina 

• BIG difference between Talison precursor SC6 vs. end market chemicals 

• Talison sells ‘at cost’ relatively homogeneous, predictable SC6 product from rock enabling 
ALB/Tianqi to maximize profit from their own integrated chemical plants. Cauchari will sell less 
predictable and more variable quality carbonate at a to-be-determined ‘market price’ 
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Other Young Americans: Lithium Animal Spirits on the TSX-V 
 
I conclude today flagging promising recent updates from three Western Canada-headquartered lithium 
innovators that I believe Jane and George Battery Pack investors should consider in the same breath: 

 

• NNO ($75m cap) upsizes placement from CAD5M to 11M 

• SLL ($61M cap) upsizes placement from CAD6M to 9M, Lanxess promotes in Q3 PPT 

• ETMC ($7M cap) gets a nod from Alberta’s new Premier Jason Kenney 
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Disclaimer  
 

Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity 
Advisors, LLC. In this and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some 
rationale for a stock in which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own 
retirement or taxable accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of 
anything written in this or any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free 
choice. But to be clear, the opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor 
recommendation and may not be unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer.  I 
may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the 
companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from 
those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees 
may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course, 
to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of Febuary 17, 2020, 
RK Equity or its principals own securities in Mineral Resources, Piedmont Lithium, E3 Metals Corp, 
Albermarle, Livent, Lithium Power International and Orocobre and have or have had over the past 48 
months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium Americas, CleanTeq, Millennial 
Lithium, Altura Mining, E3 Metals Corp, NeoMetals, ioneer, Kidman Resources, Nemaska, Bacanora, 
Lithium Power International and Piedmont Lithium. The information contained herein is not financial 
advice and whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes any recommendation 
to buy or sell any securities.  

 


